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ABSTRACT 

Since the admission of Islam into the Malay Archipelago in around 13th century, the 
construction of mosque becomes the symbols of Islamic communities. In Malaysia, a 
country that has Muslim majority, it is a need in adopting Islamic architecture in certain 
building especially the mosque. Many of the modern Mosque in Malaysia has the same 
features as the heyday of the classical Islam such as the use of domes. This event creates a 
chronic identity crisis as such design does not adapt to our climate and architecture 
originality. Moreover, the alien-ness of asserting Middle Eastern architecture that 
diminished our real historical and multicultural background. The main purpose for this 
paper is to analyse and synthase the elements in the traditional Malaysia mosque that able 
to applied in the future of modern mosque in Malaysia. This will create the understanding 
of our identity for the community as a whole which include our multicultural background.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

When we identifying the characteristic of Malaysian traditional mosque. We need to have a glimpse on the 

early history in the Malay Archipelago. Malay Archipelago is an area include a vast chain of island stretching 

eastward from Sumatra for more than 6,000 kilometres. Around 5th century, there are agrarian Kingdoms such 

as Funan and Champa. Those kingdoms rely on crops they grow to exchange for others goods. Besides that, 

there are maritime Kingdoms such as Srivijaya and Langkasuka, which their main activities were based on trade 

with agrarian Empire. Those Kingdoms   have strong influence of Buddhism and Hinduism.  

 

Literature Review: 

Hinduism in the Malay Archipelago: 

The influence Buddhism and Hinduism can be seen through the great stone buildings, such as, Chandi 

Borobudur with Buddhism influence and Angkor Wat with Hinduism influence. Even the founder of Malacca 

Empire, Parameswara, is also from Hindu background. That is why we able to note that entitlement, Raja and 

Laksamana is from Sanskrit which is the ancient Hindu language. The Malay literature composed in 13 century, 

Hikayat Seri Rama is the Malay Version of Ramayan. Besides that, the word Indonesia came from the Greek 

word means Indian Island. That is the evidence of how strong and intense Hinduism in the Malay Archipelago. 

Presently, in Malaysia, the evidence of Hinduism can be seen through the Phrase “URUSAN SERI PADUKA 

BAGINDA” which means by the orders of Lord Ram’s Paduka as was done by Bharata in Ramayana (Temple, 

P.H., 2015). 
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The Spread of Islam: 

Between 13
th

 -15
th

 century Islam is introduced to Southeast Asia which then many mosque is built in the 

region. Islam is spread through traders from Middle East and China to Asia via Silk Road and Malay 

Archipelago via sea route (Nawawi, N.M. and N.H.A. Majid, 2011). In Terengganu, there is a stone inscription 

which dated 702H (1303). The inscription is written in Jawi and the first jawi text being found in Malaysia. The 

text stated that Islam is an official religion of the state of Sultan Terengganu during the 14
th

 century. Therefore, 

Islam being in Malay Archipelago could be more than 700 over years. In Malacca, Raja Tengah became a 

Muslim after an ulama named Saiyid Abdul Aziz from Jeddah converted him between 1424 and 1433 (Zainun, 

N., et al., 2015). After the conversion the empire of Malacca during the early 15
th

 century become an Islamic 

empire applying Islamic elements in their administration, protocol, law and commerce. For example, the change 

of Raja to Sultan and the use Hukum Kanun Melaka that contains significant provisions that reaffirmed the 

primacy of Malay customary law or adat, while at the same time accommodating and assimilating Islamic 

principles. The changing from one religion to another have a big impact on the architecture style in the Malay 

Archipelago. During the Hindu-Buddhism period, motifs such as cosmos, animals and spiritual can be found 

(Utaberta, N .and M.T. Mohd Rasdi, 2010). This shows Hindu-Buddhism had been successfully penetrated in 

the Malay culture in their community. However, with the acceptance of Islam in the region, the local especially 

the craftsman and artisan embrace it with an open arm, as in Islam the use of human figure, spiritual and animal 

form is forbidden. Conversely, those elements are not fully removed in their craft, they refine it so that it is not 

clearly be seen (Utaberta, N., et al., 2015).  

 

The Mosque in Islam: 

The practice of Islam as a new religion, then creates the need of space that is required by the local 

community. The people need a place to congregate, to learn and to pray. Thus, a mosque is required. A Mosque 

is defined as a Muslim place of Worship. Therefore, the mosque planning layout should be facing Makkah 

known as the holy land for the Muslim. There is also a ritual of ablution to be carried out prior entering to the 

praying hall. In Islam, it did not state the architecture nor provide with any symbolism on shape and form of 

what a mosque should be build (Nawawi, N.M. and N.H.A. Majid, 2011). In fact, through the statement from 

the Quran that the earth is a masjid.  

Sunan At-Tirmidhi 317 states that: The Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings be upon him, said, “The 

entire earth has been made a place of prayer (mosque) except for the graveyards and the bathroom.” (Sahih 

International, 2014). 

Based on the verse above, it is clearly state that nature is the main element that constitute a mosque. It did 

not state the typology of architecture style. 

As the result from it, mosque architecture is merely based on the influence of politics, trends and cultures of 

the region. For example, there are the Arabian type, the Turkish type, the Iranian type, the Indian type, the 

Chinese type and the south East Asia type (Tajuddin, M., et al., 2007). The Turkish type is based on the 

influence of the Ottoman Empire which use its style from the Byzantine Empire. Many of the Western European 

scholars from the nineteenth to twentieth century focused on the similarities between the Ottoman and 

Byzantine architecture and the originality of these mosques including those designed by Mimar Sinan (1489–

1588), the chief architect of the Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century. Therefore this further emphasis the 

originality of dome in the mosque. The dome does not symbolised Islamic values but more towards the 

historical and the assimilation of cultures between Byzantine Empire and Ottoman Empire. It is a trend of 

building domes for such a majestic building such as church Hagia Sophia had been absorbed into the mosque of 

the Ottoman Empire. This trend later spread around throughout others Islamic civilisation. 

 

The Traditional Mosque in Malaysia: 

In the Malay Archipelago, the design of the mosque reflect the characteristic of the traditional Malay 

Houses (Rasdi, M.T.H.M., 2000). The mosque design is in the vernacular style influenced by four major factors, 

such as climatic conditions, availability of building materials, craftsmanship and ethnic background (Nawawi, 

N.M. and N.H.A. Majid, 2011). The vernacular mosque has two categories, namely traditional influence and 

regional influence (Rasdi, M.T.H.M., 2000). The traditional influence could be seen clearly through the roof 

which it is long shape gable roof. Compare to the regional influence, the roof can be distinguished by their two 

or three-tiered roofs with decorative roof ridges and clay tiles.  

The mosque design were different from the Middle East because mosque in Malay Archipelago is built to 

response to the warm and humid climatic condition which in the tropic environment where rains and sunshine 

throughout the year. The main elements in Malay vernacular mosque is pitched roofs. This is to enable the rain 

water to run off quickly to prevent any leakage at the roof. On top of that, most of the most mosques are built on 

stilts. The function is to prevent and avoid flood. Flooding always occurs in south East Asia region especially 

the mosque situated beside the river. Furthermore, the mosque have many openings at the louvered windows, 

fanlights and carving panels (Nawawi, N.M. and N.H.A. Majid, 2011). It is to allow natural cross ventilation of 
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air as the region could be hot during the day. To sum up, the traditional mosque is based on the nature and how 

it response to it, looks very Islamic in terms of its value. 

 

Case Studies: 

Kampung Laut Mosque, Nilam Puri, Kelantan: 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Kampung Laut Mosque, Nilam Puri, Kelantan. 

            Source:http://dome.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.3/133898/191156_cp.jpg?sequence= 

 

The Kampung Laut mosque can be distinguished by the used of its roof form. The mosque has three-tier 

pyramidal roof form and it is built around 16
th

 to 17
th

 century (Tajuddin, M., et al., 2007).  The mosque has an 

interesting facts that it does have a minaret and also serambi.  The mosque also built near the river for the 

purpose of ablution. There is also no indication that the mosque is fenced up or it is isolated from the village. 

This emphasis the openness of the mosque for the village. It also shows the originality of Islamic values through 

its used in natural materials. 

 

Masjid al-Azim, Malacca: 

 

 

Fig. 2: Masjid al-Azim, Malacca 
 

This mosque uses the Post-Modernist Revivalism. The term post-modern is an approach that contradict the 

principles and edicts of what was understood as the modern style (Tajuddin, M., et al., 2007). This mosque 

emphasis on vernacular architecture which is slightly less monumental approach with its use of the three tiered 

pyramidal roof form built. Compared to the Kampung Laut Mosque, this mosque is surrounded by brick-

fencing. This create an exclusivity and private space which in the end creating an introvert environment that will 

abstain from community from it. 

 

Discussion: 

The used of dome in Mosque in Peninsular Malaysia came after the country had been colonised by the 

British, it does not reflected at all of the regional mosque as can be seen on the traditional mosque (Utaberta, N., 

2011). For example, the building of Jamek mosque in Kuala Lumpur where the British architect, Arthur Benison 

Hubback combined Moorish, Indo-Saracenic or Mughal architecture to fit into Malaya at that time, as an Islamic 
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state for the Sultan of Selangor, Sultan Sir Alaeddin Sulaiman Shah. Therefore, it is merely importing 

architecture elements especially from India. Just to further elaborate, the British too had colonised India. As the 

result from it, they took Mughal architecture just to assume it has Islamic values. Islamic values has nothing to 

relate the style of architecture but the style appeared in the mosque architecturally came from the culture of the 

certain region. For example, domes, horse-shoes arches and many more. The core of Islam is actually the 

“aqidah” which it is faith. This can be clearly seen through the verse of  YAT an-Nisa` 4:136 

O you who believe[d]! Believe in Allah and His Messenger, and the Book which He revealed upon His 

Messenger and the Book which He revealed before. And whoever disbelieves in Allah and His Angels, and His 

Books, and His Messengers and the Day the Last, then surely he (has) lost (the) way, straying far away. (Sahih 

International, 2014) 

Thus, why we are using imported mosque design from other civilisations? Based on this verse Sunan At-

Tirmidhi 317. Also clearly does not state the typology of mosque but instead nature in the earth is much the 

main idea behind it. Therefore, urban mosque design should be moved away from the Middle East and India 

because it does not reflect our culture and lifestyle. It is their historical and cultural value of India and Arabic 

Civilisation. In comparison in Malaysia, our culture and lifestyle of the local communities, is a combines of 

Malay, Chinese, Indian and others ethnics Muslim, consequently, we should developed our own mosque style 

that reflect our own identity (Ismail, S., et al., 2015).  

 

The identity: 

Looking back at the traditional mosque, those mosque is very eco-friendly, sustainable and applying green 

architecture. There is no artificial or mechanical ventilation, which shows its value to the nature. Based on the 

verse, 

Qur'an 6:165 state that: 

And it is He who has made you successors upon the earth and has raised some of you above others in 

degrees [of rank] that He may try you through what He has given you. Indeed, your Lord is swift in penalty; but 

indeed, He is Forgiving and Merciful. (Sahih International, 2014) 

The successors upon the earth is known as khalifah. This is a magnificent word with multiple meanings like 

deputy, guardian, 'friend of Earth' and viceroy, although it all boils down to Stewardship. Human beings are the 

most intelligent beings on earth so it makes sense that we have the responsibility to care for our planet, to give it 

a hug and a health check now and again. 

Thus, it is important to emphasize the elements of Islamic value as it gives greater meaning and feeling not 

only to their followers but also will becomes an inspiration to others community on the principle Islam preaches. 

This will be a new platform for the future design of the modern mosque in Malaysia.  

A mosque in a multicultural context especially Malaysia should be a part of the society itself. Presently, the 

mosque such as Masjid al-Azim and National Mosque of Malaysia is surrounded by fences and gate with 

security. Such environment is very introverted and seems very exclusive to the Muslim population. It does not 

even link with the society. Mosque during the prophet of Muhammad is used by the society to discuss whether 

on economics, social and administration issues. Everyone congregate at the mosque which it is the prime 

function to the society as the whole. As the result, the mosque in Malaysia should be open and become part of 

the society that everyone from any race and religion could gather in the mosque in this peaceful religion. This is 

how modern mosque in Malaysia should be. 

 

Conclusion: 

In the searching for the future of modern Malaysia mosque. We have been through from the vernacular 

traditional mosque to the Middle East mosque and India brought in by the British. The community have change 

in Malaysia where it is becomes multicultural with a variety of religion practices in Malaysia. However, the 

mosque that introduce by the British using Mughal architecture never change. Islam as the official religion of 

Malaysia should be felt in is value not only to those Muslim but as the whole to all Malaysian. The typology of 

the mosque today seems too exclusive to the Muslim only, rather than for the community. It does not mean 

mosque should remove the privilege for the Muslim but remain its idea that mosque could unite the whole 

multicultural community in this peaceful religion. This will be the future mosque of Malaysia. 
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